Speed of Light Exhibit
@ Beall Center

- Build on the original SOL Exhibit at the Irvine Civic Center – Oct. 2004
- Use original SOL material & Optricks
- Plus new Hands-On Optics demos
- Plus new SOL Art work from competition
- New Exhibit to run ~2 months – Summer 2008
- Art competition begins today – 10x$100 prizes
  » Sponsored & Organized by the OISC
Speed of Light Exhibit @
Beall Center

Each display is ~10'x10' for the physical hardware
Speed of Light Exhibit @ Beall Center

- Bar Code Scanner
  - Volunteer
- About the Exhibit
  - Donn Silberman
- Stained Glass
  - Arnie Bazensky
- Color My World
  - Mary Brown
- Kaliedoscope
  - Kelly Preston, DSC
- Astronomy
  - Mary Brown & Brian Lula (PI)
- Microscopy
  - Donn + volunteer (Vision Engr.)
- Medical Lasers
  - Volunteer (AMO, BLI)
- Heads-Up Displays
  - Volunteer (Optics 1)
- Quantum Entanglement
  - Volunteer (UCI Chemistry)
- 3D TV
  - Volunteer (MetroLaser)
- Holography
  - Volunteer (MetroLaser)
- Fiber Optics
  - Volunteer (Cox, Verizon)
- Spectrums
  - Volunteer
- Cameras
  - Volunteer (Panavision + ……)
- Laser Light Show
  - Volunteer (Jeff Zifcak GSI)
- SOL Experiment
  - Donn + Volunteers